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ENG 101 English as a Second Language, Advanced TR 4:10–5:35 Blumenthal 

In this advanced ESL reading and writing course, students develop their study skills, vocabulary, and grammar 

through reading and writing assignments designed to prepare them for college writing.  This course also provides 

support for international students as they acclimate to American university expectations and norms.  

 

ENG 107a College Writing MWF 9:15–10:10 Hannon 

With the support of an encouraging writing community, this course is designed to help students become intrepid 

crafters of essays. By tapping into their experience, imagination, curiosity, and daring thinking, and by ‘lifting the 

hoods’ and exploring model essays by established essayists, students will learn to compose original essays that reflect 

a distinctive voice and appreciate how various rhetorical modes give essays their impetus, structure, and direction.   

 

ENG 107b College Writing  TR 2:30–3:35 Duncan 

Development of writing skills with emphasis on instruction and practice in writing the college essay and the library 

research paper. 

 

ENG 107c College Writing MWF 10:20–11:15 Brassard 

ENG 107d College Writing MWF 11:25–12:20 Brassard 

This section of College Writing emphasizes reading, thinking, researching, and peer reviewing as essential 

components of a successful writing practice, with short essays in different modes (descriptive, narrative, analytical, 

persuasive) building toward a research project with the primary goal of investigating the impact of the climate crisis 

on various fields or professions.  

 

ENG 107e College Writing TR 9:45–11:10   Ward 

ENG 107f College Writing TR 11:20–12:45 Ward 

This course focuses on the essay, its form, its structure, its art. We'll read essays on a multitude of topics in this 

course, and our discussions will be wide-ranging. We'll think about what makes the essay such a compelling, durable 

form of communication, and we’ll write essays on topics of your choosing — ones you find interesting and want to 

explore. Learning to write a college-level researched argumentative essay is a skill that will serve you in the courses 

you take at UP.  You'll also write a work of creative non-fiction, which will allow the freedom to explore your own 

unique voice and expression. And you’ll analyze arguments in various group presentations, including an oral debate, 

which will allow you to practice argumentation in real time.  #argumentation #rhetoric #criticalthinking 

#creativenonfiction  

 

ENG 112a Thinking Through Literature TR 9:45–11:10 Hiro 

ENG 112b Thinking Through Literature TR 11:20–12:45 Hiro 

Why Read? This course will begin from the question of what reading books is good for beyond mere entertainment, 

and why you should even be required to take an English course in college. Readings (Kindred, Angels in 

America) invite us to consider what literature could have to say about contemporary crises such as systemic racism 

and the COVID pandemic.  #whyread #whiteness #racism #Blacklivesmatter #COVID #slavery #AIDS 

#Writingwithstyle #illnessasmetaphor 



 

ENG 112c Thinking Through Literature MWF 11:25–12:20 Larson 

ENG 112d Thinking Through Literature MWF 12:30–1:25 Larson 

The practice of reading creative writing and thinking through our own writing can help us solve problems across a 

lifetime. This section of English 112 explores the role of words and stories in the world, specifically through the 

lens of mobility and travel. Viewing literature as equipment for living, we’ll explore a broad variety of literary forms 

to understand the circulation of ideas across our lives and our planet.  

 

ENG 112e Thinking Through Literature MWF 9:15–10:10 Swidzinski 

Humans are, fundamentally, poetic and narrative creatures: we use metaphors, stories, and writing to make sense of 

the world in which we live. This course explores how literature—in the form of lyrics, fiction, and thought 

experiments—shapes our everyday lives. We’ll do this by reading and listening to Mitski, Ariana Brown, Shane 

McCrae, Megha Majumdar, Ted Chiang, Ling Ma, and others. 

 

ENG 112f Thinking Through Literature MW 2:40–4:00   Sutter  

ENG 112g Thinking Through Literature MW 4:10–5:35 Sutter  

For this course, we will conduct close study of the science fiction of Octavia Butler, the transformative justice work 

of adrienne marie brown, and the indigenous botanical wisdom of Robin Wall Kimmerer. These writers will provide 

a foundation from which we will explore apocalypse alongside visions for a post Covid-19 and climate change 

society. We’ll sit with critical questions: What loss must be grieved in these times? What changes can we imagine 

now that we are here? What will racial and ecological justice look like in the future? We will apply these lenses to our 

personal experiences and dreams in order to envision a most responsible path forward. #transformativejustice 

#writinganewfuture #emergentstrategy #godischange  

 

ENG 112h Thinking Through Literature MWF 12:30–1:25 Buck-Perry 

ENG 112i Thinking Through Literature MWF 1:35–2:30 Buck-Perry 

ENG 112j Thinking Through Literature TR 9:45–11:10 Buck-Perry 

What might stories tell us about the many ways we interpret our experiences? How might language and literature 

stretch our “perceptual systems” and serve as another means to help us “see” more and think through significant 

questions? Course readings will explore these questions and invite us to examine the complex process of “knowing” 

ourselves and the world around us.  

 

ENG 112k Thinking Through Literature TR 2:30–3:55 McDaneld 

ENG 112l Thinking Through Literature TR 4:10–5:35 McDaneld 

Headlines today are saturated with talk of “burnout”—workers are exhausted, caregivers are fatigued, young people 

are labeled the “burnout generation,” and seemingly everyone is anxious.  Whether it’s the unrelenting pressures of 

the gig economy, or the exhaustion created by systemic racism, or the widespread pandemic fatigue caused by the 

last 18 months, it would seem that in our particular moment in 2021 we have reached “peak burnout.”  But while 

burnout might appear to be a modern condition of the 21 st century, American literature shows us that it in fact has a 

long history. This section of English 112 provides an introduction to literature through the lens of burnout: how 

can literature help us understand this phenomenon? More broadly, how might reading literary texts in relation to 

their historical context illuminate how we think about the past and our present? In this discussion-based course 

we’ll explore these questions through novels and short stories by Melville, Gilman, Porter, Larsen, and Plath.  

 

ENG 112m Thinking Through Literature TR 4:10–5:35 Duncan 



This course invites students to approach the practice of reading literature as a vehicle for thinking through life’s 

larger questions and to cultivate fundamental habits of critical thinking, dialogue, and expression.  A writing-

embedded course. 

 

ENG 112n Thinking Through Literature TR 11:20–12:45 Walker 

ENG 112o Thinking Through Literature TR 12:55–2:20 Walker 

Voices From the Other Side: Examining Borders, Crossings, and Travel Through Visible and Invisible Lines 

Where are you from? It’s a question often asked within moments of meeting someone. It’s also a question that can 

lay bare troubling assumptions about who belongs in a space. Because the question “where are you from” can have 

a dark side, a shadow, an inverse, a silent but forceful hidden question: “what are  you doing here?” “Where are you 

from,” although common, is never a small, simple question. In this class, we’ll be thinking about the places we come 

from, the places we travel to, and the visible and invisible borders we cross to go from here to there, through the 

lens of fiction. We’ll be reading three short novels by an international cast of authors whose characters cross 

borders of all kinds: national, regional, physical, metaphysical, spiritual, and cultural, to name a few. As we read, 

think, discuss, and reflect, we’ll be challenging our own assumptions about how place shapes identity and culture, 

the light and the dark, and how individuals can grow beyond the assumptions and expectations inherent in places.   

 

ENG 304 Survey in American Literature II MW 4:10–5:35 Larson 

Broad survey of innovative or representative American poetry, fiction, and drama from the 20th century through 

the present, with special attention to key historical, political, and cultural developments (including modernism and 

postmodernism) and their impact on literary production. Authors include Frost, Cather, Eliot, Hughes, Fitzgerald, 

Larsen, O’Neill, Williams, Faulkner, O’Connor, Mamet, Anzaldua, Lahiri. 

 

ENG 306 Writing Workshop: Poetry M 7:10–9:55           Paris 

In this creative writing workshop, we will explore the pleasures, anxieties, mysteries, and mechanics of writing 

poetry. We’ll wrestle with questions of craft, form, and genre (what is a poem, anyway?), and investigate the roles of 

knowing and not-knowing, order and disorder, control and recklessness, in our own work. The class will involve 

discussion (of creative and critical texts), workshop, and writing exercises, and will culminate in a Final Portfolio of 

polished writing. 

 

ENG 311a Writing Workshop: Nonfiction TR 9:45–11:10    Hannon 

ENG 311b Writing Workshop: Nonfiction TR 12:55–2:20 Hannon 

Students will be exposed to various techniques and devices for writing in the non-fiction genre. Some of these 

include narrative essays, travel writing, profiles, braided or collage essays, topical essays, flash non-fiction, and more. 

The class is a workshop setting in which we read essayists, both published and non-published. Students will engage 

in various workshops and peer review groups.   

 

ENG 317 Writing Theory & Practice W 4:10–6:55 Weiger 

[NOTE: Training for nominated Writing Assistants] Study of relevant research and theory from composition, 

rhetoric, linguistics, and psychology applicable to practice.  Required for new Writing Assistants.  (Prerequisite: 3.0 

in writing courses, including ENG 107, ENG 112, or equivalent.) 

 

ENG 342 Studies in Poetry TR 12:55–2:20 Swidzinski 

This course will introduce students to the major forms and theories of poetry that have shaped the writing of verse 

in English. We will explore a wide range of influential voices in the British and American traditions, ranging from 

Renaissance lyrics to popular music and contemporary experimental poetry. We will learn to examine the essential 



formal elements of verse (parallelism, rhythm, meter, metaphor, etc.) and we will discuss how these elements have 

shaped the experience and meaning of English poetry throughout its history. At the same time, we will investigate 

poetry's many cultural and intellectual functions by attending to its status as a mode of longing, devotion, rebellion, 

critique, erotic exchange, and philosophical speculation. 

 

ENG 373 + 373X African American Literature TR 2:30–3:55 Hiro 

[NOTE: 12 seats reserved for students taking the course as a Core Exploratory Course] In the introduction 

to the 1619 Project’s podcast and book, writer and project founder Nikole Hannah-Jones reflects on the intense 

patriotism her father displayed when she was a child, insisting that the American flag fly daily over their Iowa home. 

Embarrassed about her father’s patriotism as an adolescent, especially given her awakening to the ways the U.S. 

continually abused Black lives, she gradually came to appreciate his commitment to American ideals as an extension 

of centuries of Black American protest toward making this country live up to its promises of freedom and equality. 

In other words, African Americans have always been central to the projects of American idealism. This course takes 

a similar idea as its centerpiece: that African American literature, from narratives by enslaved people to 

contemporary Black-authored novels, represents some of the most fundamentally “American” literature in our 

history. As we encounter stories, novels, autobiographies, speeches, essays, poems, and a play by Black Americans, 

from the earliest days of the nation to recent times, we will confront questions of racial identity, racism, freedom, 

democracy, art, politics, and other topics. As a Core Exploration course that focuses on the two habits of Literacy, 

Dialogue, and Expression and Commitment to Diversity, Inclusion, and the Common Good, Eng 373 will also 

centrally consider how the way Black authors have written and expressed ideas about race has both reflected and 

shaped changing historical meanings of these concepts over the years. Authors read include Frederick Douglass, 

Charles Chesnutt, Langston Hughes, Zora Neale Hurston, Nella Larsen, Toni Morrison, Amiri Baraka, and Claudia 

Rankine. 

 

ENG 401 Seminar in British Literature I MW 2:40–4:00 Brassard 

Woolf’s Mrs. Dalloway and its Afterlives – This seminar will feature reading Virginia Woolf’s modernist classic 

Mrs. Dalloway in its historical context and researching its critical reception. From there it will expand to incorporate 

contemporary texts by authors inspired and influenced by Woolf’s novel. Authors and texts revisiting and 

transforming Mrs. Dalloway will include Samuel Selvon’s The Lonely Londoners, Toni Morrison’s Sula, Michael 

Cunningham’s The Hours (and its film adaptation), Ian McEwan’s Saturday, Asali Solomon’s Days of Afrekete, and 

Natasha Brown’s Assembly. Motivating questions guiding our discussion-based class meetings will center on what 

makes a classic both timely and timeless, and how and why recent authors extend and expand Woolf’s vision 

through class, race, and sexual identity, among many thematic concerns. Assignments will include cultural research, 

overview of scholarly conversation, and comparative analysis, with creative reinterpretation options. 

 


